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MARKET
WAT C H
Poultry

#JSEHSPXJOHXFBUIFSIBTCFFO
HSFBUBDSPTTNPTUPGUIFDPVOUSZ
BMMPXJOHUIFCJSETUPDPNFJO
IFBWZ
5IFSFTJODSFBTFEBWBJMBCJMJUZ
POBMMTJ[FTPGXJOHT
5FOEFSTBSFIJUUJOHUIFPQFO
NBSLFUBOEUIFQSJDFJT
ESPQQJOH
5IFSBOEPNCSFBTUNBSLFUJT
TPGUFOJOH%BSLNFBUQSJDFT
BSFESPQQJOH

#FFG
.JEEMFTDPOUJOVFUPTIPX
TUSFOHUIJOQSJDFBOEBUJHIUFS
TVQQMZJOUIFNBSLFUBTCVZFST
QMBOGPSIPMJEBZEFNBOEJO
CPUIGPPETFSWJDFBOESFUBJM
$"#TVQQMJFTDPOUJOVFUP
UJHIUFOMFBEJOHUPCVZFST
QVSDIBTJOH$IPJDFHSBEF
5FOEFST TUSJQT BOESJCFZFT
BSFTIPXJOHTUSFOHUI$IVDLT
BOESPVOET BDSPTTBMMHSBEFT 
DPOUJOVFUPCFTUFBEZXJUI
MJNJUFEBWBJMBCJMJUZ

Grains / Oil
-BTUXFFL GVUVSFTNBSLFUT
NPWFEMPXFSBTUSBEFST 
BIFBEPGFYQFDUFE64%"
SFQPSUJOH GFMUUIBUTUPDL
OVNCFSTXPVMEJODSFBTFGPS
TPZCFBOPJM
$BOPMBDPOUJOVFTUPNPWF
IJHIFSCBTFEPOUIFQPPS
IBSWFTU
QBMNNPWFEIJHIFSBTMPXFS
QSPEVDUJPODPVQMFTXJUI
JODSFBTJOHEFNBOE

Ingredients for your Success
Pork
#VUUTBSFTUJMMTIPXJOHTJHOTPG
XFBLOFTTCVUBSFBWBMVFUP
SFUBJMDPNQBSFEUPPUIFS
QSPUFJOT

Market
Headlines

-PJOTUPPLBTUFFQEFDMJOF
HPJOHJOUPOFYUXFFLXJUI
EFNBOETMPXJOH
)BNTIBETPNFJODSFBTFE
EFNBOEGSPNFYQPSUTMBTU
XFFLESJWJOHUIFNBSLFUVQGPS
OFYUXFFL
4QBSFSJCTBMTPTBXBOJODSFBTF
JOEFNBOEBOEBSFOPX
NPWJOHVQ

%BJSZ
5IFOBUVSBMBOENP[[BSFMMB
BOEQSPDFTTFEDIFFTFNBSLFUT
BSFEPXOGPSUIFXFFLEVFUP
XFBLEFNBOE
#VUUFSQSPEVDUJPOXBTMPXFS 
TPUIFNBSLFUJODSFBTFE
5IFTIFMMFHHNBSLFUT
JODSFBTFEEVFUPIJHIFS
EFNBOE

Seafood

5IF"MBTLBTOPXDSBC
RVPUBIBTCFFODVUCZ
BGUFSBQPQVMBUJPOEFDMJOF
JOUIF#FSJOH4FBGPMMPXJOH
UIFJOJUJBMTVNNFSUFTU
GJTIFSZ
8BMMFZF XIJUFGJTIBOEMBLF
QFSDIBSFOPXBWBJMBCMFJO
UIF1PSUJDP4JNQMZCSBOE

To learn more contact your local Sales Consultant. Market Corner Produce information reﬂects both
US and Canadian markets. All other commodity information is based on US market data only.

Seafood

#PBUT JO CPUI 5FYBT BOE
-PVJTJBOBBSFTUJMMBDUJWFMZGJTIJOH
-BOEJOHT IBWF ESPQQFE PGG JO
5FYBT DPOTJEFSBCMZ CVU IBWF
SFNBJOFEDPOTJTUFOUJO-PVJTJBOB
)BSWFTU WBSJFT EFQFOEJOH VQPO
UIFTJ[FTPGTISJNQDBVHIU

Produce
.BSLFUTSFNBJOJOBWPMBUJMFTUBUF
*DFCFSHJTBUIJTUPSJDBMMFWFMTPO
QSJDJOHEVFUPMBDLPGOFFEFE
WPMVNFUPNFFUEFNBOE
3PNBJOFJTBMTPBSFWFSZBDUJWF
BMPOHXJUIDBOUBMPVQFT 
TUSBXCFSSJFT NVTISPPNTBOE
HBSMJD

MARKET WATC H
ATQBSBHVT

The market is increasing due to stronger
demand heading into the U.S.
Thanksgiving pull. The quality is reported
as good.

"WPDBEP - Alert
Last week’s harvest ended strong
despite the holidays. Jumbo-size fruit
remains scarce and is placing heavier
demand on 48’s, while 60’s and smaller
continue to be in good supply. As the
harvest increases, there’s starting to be a
slight increase in supply of #2 fruit.

#SPDDPMJBOE
$BVMJGMPXFS
The markets remain active out of Mexico
with very limited and quality-challenged
supplies. California has started to see
some relief and improved volume. The
market is expected to be unstable for the
next 3-4 weeks, which will impact both
commodity and value-added (florets)
packs.

BFMM1FQQFST"MFSU
Lighter supplies and strong markets will
remain on both the East and West
coasts for the next 7-10 days on red and
yellow bell peppers.

$BCCBHF"MFSU
4USPOHNBSLFUTBOEHPPEEFNBOE
SFNBJOTPVUPOUIFXFTUDPBTU:JFMET
SFNBJOEPXOPOCPUIHSFFOBOESFE
DBCCBHF

$BSSPUT"MFSU
Demand continues to outpace the
supply and capacity of school-sized
packs. Larger, bulk-size supply remains
challenged. Stronger and more active
markets are forecast.

$FMFSZ7BMVF"EEFE"MFSU
7BMVF"EEFEDFMFSZ EJDFE TUJDLT JT
VOEFSBOEEFNBOEFYDFFETVQQMZ
TJUVBUJPOEVFUPDBQBDJUZDPOTUSBJOUT
$PNNPEJUZDFMFSZJTOPXBDUJWFBTMFTT
PWFSBMMTVQQMZJTBWBJMBCMF

$PSO"MFSU
7FSZMJHIUTVQQMJFTDPVQMFEXJUITUSPOH
EFNBOEPOCPUIUIF&BTUBOE8FTUDPBTUT

$BOUBMPVQFT"MFSU
Cantaloupe supplies are very light out
west this week as both Arizona and
California wrap up their seasons. The
Mexican volume will increase as will
imports from Central America and South
Florida.
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Ingredients for your Success

(SFFO#FBOT
The Florida season is off to a slow start light
supplies, good quality. The market remains
active. Regular production is expected to start
again next week after some early planting issues.
Georgia supplies are still available sporadically
through the end of the week. California supplies
remain limited out of the desert, with Mexico
starting to see more production out of Sonora.

PRODUCE MARKET
Updates

$JUSVT
-FNPOT The market is steady with good
volume from California and Arizona. Imports
are winding down.
0SBOHFTSupplies are improving as the navel
harvest continues. Sizing is peaking on 88’s and
is smaller with 56’’s, with larger being fairly
limited. 
-JNFTProduction continues to decline as
supplies dwindle in Mexico. Expect stronger
markets across the next few weeks due to the
transition to the new crop cycle.

(BSMJD"MFSU
There are now strong markets on garlic. For
the past month, the garlic market has slowly
been getting more active. There is currently
a significant void of Chinese garlic that is
increasing demand on product from
California. Expect to see active markets for
the foreseeable future.

.VTISPPNT
5IFSFJTOPUFOPVHITVQQMZUPNFFUDVSSFOU
EFNBOEOFFETGPSBMMNVTISPPNTWBSJFUJFT
7PMVNFJTTIPSUPGXIBUJTOFFEFEUP
NFFUEFNBOE-BDLPGMBCPS USBOTQPSUBUJPO
JTTVFT MBDLPGQFBUNPTT GSVJUGMZJOGFTUBUJPO
BOEHSFFONPMEJTTVFTBSFQMBHVJOHUIF
JOEVTUSZ$POEJUJPOTXJMMSFNBJOUISPVHI


.JYFE#FSSJFT
Better supplies are being seen on raspberries,
blackberries, and blueberries this week as
more growing regions begin to ramp up.

Onions
Super Colossal and Colossal Yellow are very
tight with potential subbing. Both sizes of Red
Onions remain tight.

4OPX4OBQ1FBT "-&35
4IPSUBOEMJNJUFETVQQMJFTPOCPUIDPBTUT
GPSUIFOFYUGFXXFFLT

1SPDFTTFE0OJPOT
"-&35

Capacity issues continue to impact diced,
sliced and whole peeled packs as demand
outpaces available supply and production
availability.

*DFCFSH 3PNBJOF BOE
-FBG-FUUVDFT ALERT

Markets remain extremely active on all leaf,
romaine and iceberg. Yields continue to
decline as the end of the Salina Valley
season nears. Commodity and value-added
packs will both be impacted. Product out of
Mexico continues to be challenged due to
rain events.

%SZ 8BSN7FHFUBCMF
*UFNT"-&35
This week active products include chili
peppers and eggplant. All are limited in
supply and are expected to see active
market conditions for the next two weeks.

4USBXCFSSJFT
Southern California was further delayed due
to rain fall. The bulk of the production is
now coming from Mexico. Supplies will
remain low for the next 2-3 weeks as Mexico
is not in full production and Southern
California looks to recover rainy conditions.

5PNBUPFT
Roma markets remain active due to strong
demand and low availability.
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